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Dynamics of the environments of complex systems such as biomolecules, polar solvents, and glass
plays an important role in controlling electron transfer reactions. The kinetics is determined by the
nature of a complex multidimensional landscape. By quantifying the mean and high-order statistics
of the first-passage time and the associated ratios, the dynamics in electron transfer reactions
controlled by the environments can be revealed. We consider real experimental conditions with
finite observation time windows. At high temperatures, exponential kinetics is observed and there
are multiple kinetic paths leading to the product state. At and below an intermediate temperature,
nonexponential kinetics starts to appear, revealing the nature of the distribution of local traps on the
landscape. Discrete kinetic paths emerge. At very low temperatures, nonexponential kinetics
continues to be observed. We point out that the size of the observational time window is crucial in
revealing the intrinsic nature of the real kinetics. The mean first-passage time is defined as a
characteristic time. Only when the observational time window is significantly larger than this
characteristic time does one have the opportunity to collect enough statistics to capture rare
statistical fluctuations and characterize the kinetics accurately. © 2008 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3036421�

I. INTRODUCTION

Electron transfer �ET� is a ubiquitous reaction that gov-
erns many natural and biological processes. Environments
have great impacts on the ET dynamics, and it becomes cru-
cial to describe them accurately. In simple solids and liquids,
the environments can be mimicked by a set of harmonic
oscillators or quadratic local energy wells.1–3 For more com-
plicated environments such as glass, complex viscous liq-
uids, and biomolecules, the environments often display large
nonlocal conformational changes, which in general cannot be
described simply by means of local harmonic energy wells.

Complex environments, when taking into account their
anharmonicity and cooperativity, are best described by a net-
work of orientation spin vectors. Each vector represents, for
example, the spins interacting with each other in spin glass
systems, the polarizations of polar solvent molecules inter-
acting with each other in solvents, or the polypeptide mono-
mers in protein folding.4–6 In biomolecules, the monomers in
the polypeptide chain can take on various orientations, which
can also be described by spin vectors. The energies of the
whole environment can be changed by flipping the states of
the spins in the network. The resulting conformational ener-
gies can vary quite significantly between one state of the

environment and another. This pictorial view captures the
essential features of the large conformational changes in
complex environments. This description has been quantified
to study glass,7,8 spin glass,4 biomolecules,9 protein folding,5

and complex solvents.6 There are quantitative agreements be-
tween theory and experiments.5

Marcus’s theory1–3 of ET describes the influence of sol-
vent to ET reactions by a single collective reaction coordi-
nate, in which the activation barriers are calculated. The rate
calculation for nonadiabatic ET reactions in solutions was
first addressed by Levich and Dogonadze.10 Marcus’s theory
describes the influence of solvent on ET reactions by a single
collective reaction coordinate. It divides the nuclear degrees
of freedom coupled to the reaction in two groups. “Inner
sphere” coordinates are composed of a few intramolecular
vibrational modes. The other group is represented by a single
“outer sphere” continuous classical collective coordinate,
which describes the rearrangement of the remaining degrees
of freedom and accounts mostly for the polarization of the
solvent. Therefore, a single reaction coordinate characterizes
the environmental behavior in the course of the reaction. The
free energy profile of this one-dimensional coordinate ap-
pears to be smooth. In general, the environmental dynamics
occurs on a high-dimensional surface with a large number of
energy valleys. The treatment of a reaction coordinate in an
explicit way often becomes very difficult due to the large
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number of conformational degrees of freedom involved, such
as the positions and the orientations of each solvent molecule
�solvent coordinates�. It is thus important to ask when the
single collective coordinate description of Marcus breaks
down and the general multidimensional description of the
landscape becomes necessary.

This question has been addressed by Onuchic and
Wolynes.6 They considered a polar solvent �composed of
spins� interacting with a charged cavity, representing the do-
nor or acceptor site for ET. A simple discrete analytical
model was used to treat each solvent molecule indepen-
dently. For every temperature, this model has two regions in
polarization space. A glassy trappinglike region with multi-
dimensional valleys of the underlying solvent landscape, and
another, exhibiting normal diffusive dynamics, in which the
one-dimensional effective coordinate picture of Marcus is
recovered. Further realistic studies taking care of the outer
shells for different layers of solvents have been conducted,11

with trapping transitions found in each corresponding layer.
Onuchic and Wolynes6 studied the polarization-dependent
thermodynamic phase transition for this model, and Leite
and co-worker12,13 showed that the reactive region has a slow
dynamics below the transition temperatures; they argued that
this phase transition influences the dynamics of the system.
Leite et al.14 further discussed the influences of glassy trap-
ping on kinetics. The ET process can therefore be discussed
as motions on, and transitions between, multidimensional po-
tential energy surfaces. These surfaces represent the potential
energy of the system �electronic donor and acceptor states�
as a function of a reaction coordinate, as shown in Fig. 1. For
a smooth landscape a single coordinate description is appro-
priate, and in a rugged landscape a multidimensional descrip-
tion is necessary.

In the present study, we consider a rather general polar
reaction medium, which allows for not only small amplitude
response around a stable state, but also incorporates the pos-
sibility of a hierarchy, or landscape, of metastable states.
However, the model traced back to the Onuchic and Wolynes
�OW�6 model of a frustrated dipole system is augmented by
the possibility that the landscape may not be spatially homo-

geneous. This is a real possibility in slow solvents �poly-
meric, glassy, etc.�, or when clathrate structures are present,
or in biological systems with many conformations. The pres-
ence of such a structured bath leads to a variety of particle
transfer reactions with complex kinetics. Such kinetics are
quite common, which has become especially obvious with
the advent of single-molecule spectroscopy. But even if the
kinetics are exponential, the temperature dependence of the
transfer rate often does not match the well behaved Marcus
theory. Clearly, assuming a temperature-dependent reorgani-
zation energy, etc., to fit the data, it is not so revealing. One
needs a new picture. Our way of studying the statistical na-
ture of the underlying solvent landscape will naturally lead to
a new picture of the temperature behavior of the kinetic
rates.

With quantitative description of the environments using
energy landscape theory, we study the kinetics of ET reac-
tions under the influence of environmental fluctuations. The
characterization of environmental fluctuations and the under-
lying energy landscape can be revealed in single-molecule
experiments, such as that carried out by Kou and Xie.15 In
bulk measurement, the only observable information about
the system consists of the average values. For single mol-
ecules, complete dynamic information, such as high-order
statistical fluctuations and distribution of the observables,
can be obtained. In particular, the information on kinetics,
such as first-passage time �FPT�, its higher-order moments,
and its associated distribution, can be studied,16–21 which
was also the focus of our model.

We modeled the environmental conformational fluctua-
tions of biomolecule dynamics with a system of orientation
vectors �or spins� interacting with each other. We investi-
gated the influence on ET reaction kinetics as a function of
temperature. We found that the kinetics experiences a transi-
tion from the high-temperature self-averaging exponential
behavior to low-temperature non-self-averaging nonexpo-
nential behavior. In this case, nonexponential kinetics im-
plies non-Poisson statistics. This leads to intermittency phe-
nomena where slow-decaying �long� distribution tails
develop and high-order moments become important.16–21

High-order statistical information can thus provide important
clues in determining dynamics. In other words, rare events
�low probability events� can be crucial. In bulk, these fluc-
tuations are suppressed by the large number of molecules
and cannot be seen. In single molecules, in principle, one can
explicitly measure these fluctuations and the corresponding
statistics. At even lower temperature, we found that the ki-
netics continues to be nonexponential.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATIONS

A. Model

The polar environment can be modeled as a single shell
of solvent molecules with simple rotational dynamics around
a charge cavity.6 The molecules are represented by dipoles
pointing only in two directions, as Ising spins, as shown in
Fig. 2. Once the dipoles are �randomly� set in the cavity, they

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Smooth free energy as a function of reaction
coordinate. �b� Pictorial view of rugged free energy as a function of reaction
coordinate. Donor and acceptor energy surfaces for nonadiabatic reactions:
�c� The system diffuses from equilibrium to an activation polarization. �d�
ET occurs after electronic excitation and solvent relaxation.
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are fixed in their positions, and they are allowed only to
rotate, taking one of two possible orientations, within or out-
side the cavity.

The solvation energy is given by

Esolv = − �
i=1

N

�i�q��z�i� + �
�ij�

Jij��z�i�,�z�j�,ri,r j� , �1�

where the first term is the dipole-charge interaction and the
second term the dipole-dipole one. q is an index associated
with the cavity charge.

Due to the random nature of the heterogeneous interac-
tions, the solvent model follows the random energy model22

approximation to evaluate the solvent energies, which as-
sumes the energies are given by Gaussianly distributed ran-
dom variables. For each set of dipole orientations ��z�i�	, a
random energy is assigned. Since we have N dipoles, the
total number of states of the system is 2N.

The total polarization per dipole x is used as the reaction
coordinate for the solvent, and it is defined by

x = �n+ − n−�/N , �2�

where N is the total number of dipoles, and n+ �n−� is the
number of dipoles oriented within �outside� the charge cav-
ity. The number of oriented dipoles follows the constraint

n+ + n− = N . �3�

The free energy depending on total polarization is used
as the effective potential. Typical energy surfaces for differ-
ent electronic states in ET reactions are shown in Fig. 1. The
standard deviation of the solvation energy �E is assumed to
be independent of x and scales with N1/2. �E=N1/2��, where
�� sets the energy scale in our simulation. The average sol-
vent energy is

Ē�x� = J̄�x − xeq�2/N , �4�

where xeq is the equilibrium polarization of the cavity and J̄
is a constant associated with dipole-charge interaction.12,13

The energy probability distribution g�x ,E� at polarization x
is

g�x,E� =
1


2��E
exp�−

�E − Ē�x��2

2�E2 � , �5�

which leads to an average number of states with polarization
x and energy between E and E+dE given by

�n�x,E�� = ��Nx�g�x,E�dE , �6�

where

��Nx� =
N!

n+!n−!
=

N!

�N�1 − x�/2�!�N�1 + x�/2�!

is the total number of states with polarization x. For
�n�x ,E���1, one can approximate �log n�x ,E�� by
log�n�x ,E��, and the entropy becomes

S�x,E�  log�n�x,E��  log ��Nx� −
�E − Ē�x��2

2�E2 . �7�

At the critical energy

Ec�x� = Ē�x� − �E�2 log ��Nx��1/2, �8�

the entropy vanishes, and Eq. �7� approximation is not valid.
The system becomes frozen into a small number of states
with low energies. At the thermodynamic limit for E
�Ec�x�, instead of Eq. �7�, S�x ,E�=0. Using the thermody-
namic Maxwell relationship

�S/�E = 1/T , �9�

where T is the temperature, when calculated at Ec, it gives
the �glassy� transition temperatures.

B. Transition temperatures

By exploring the underlying free energy landscape, the
overall phases and behaviors of the system can be studied. In
general, a high-temperature smooth phase and a low-
temperature trapping phase are found.6,12,13 In this work we
explored two kinds of phase transition temperatures.12

�a� Global phase transition is associated with the total
number of states �2N�. It is characterized by

Sg�E� = log�2Ng�E�� = 0, �10�

where Sg�E� is the total entropy, and g�E� is the energy
probability distribution. Using Eqs. �7� and �9�,

	c
g =

1

Tc
g =

�2N log 2�1/2

�E
=

�2 log 2�1/2

��
, �11�

the transition temperature is given by 	g=Tg
−1

=
2 ln�2��1.18, in units of �� /kB�=1�. This corre-
sponds to the thermodynamic phase transition of the
system. At or below this temperature, the system is
thermodynamically trapped. Ergodicity breaks down
for the system and non-self-averaging behavior can be
seen. A system can have very different behaviors at
different regions of the phase space.

�b� Local phase transition is a kinetic transition that occurs
when the system starts to become trapped into local
minima. Below this temperature, escapes from local
minima go preferentially through neighboring states
with the smallest barrier instead of overcoming a typi-
cal barrier,

FIG. 2. Single-shell OW model for solvent dipoles around a cavity with
charge q.
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	loc = Tloc
−1 = �2 ln�M�/M�1/2, �12�

where M is the number of states kinetically connected
to a given state.

In this work, we explored the kinetics by specifying the
kinetic rules allowing only a single dipole flip per elementary
move �M =N�, with move acceptance based on a Monte
Carlo Metropolis procedure, such that when Enow
Enext, the
move is accepted with probability 1; and when Enow�Enext,
the move is accepted with probability exp�−	�Enext−Enow��,
where 	=1 /kT. It is worth mentioning that Monte Carlo
moves do not in general correspond to the real kinetic
moves, but the total of Monte Carlo steps gives an estimate
�proportional to� of the total kinetic times. In our simulations
N=20, so 	loc=0.54.

The OW model also predicts that, for every polarization
x, there is a critical temperature, the polarization-dependent
phase transition �Tc�x��, given by

	c�x� =
1

Tc�x�
= � �S

�E
�

E=Ec�x�
=

�2S*�Nx��1/2

�E
, �13�

where S*�Nx�=log ��Nx� is the configuration entropy.
At a particular temperature T, such that T=Tc�x0�, for

�x�� �x0� the system has a behavior like the standard Born–
Marcus model. As it reaches x0, the dynamics becomes
glassy. When one compares the values for Tloc, Tc�x�, and Tg,
it can be observed that they occur in the following order:

Tloc 
 Tc�x� 
 Tg, �14�

such that the polarization-dependent phase transition is mani-
fested as a subtle kinetic behavior.

C. Kinetics and high-order statistical fluctuations

In the Marcus description in the nonadiabatic regime, ET
reactions are assumed to take place when the system reaches
the reactive region �xf in Fig. 1�. The dynamics of this sys-
tem can be studied by the FPT of ET events, which is the
time the system takes to diffuse from an initial total polar-
ization xi to another final polarization xf, where the ET takes
place. Its mean is denoted by � �mean FPT�. A way of mea-
suring the significance of the high-order statistics of the
fluctuations—the intermittency—is to observe the ratio be-
tween the average of the nth order moment and the nth
power of the first moment,14,21

Rn =
�tn�
�t�n , �15�

where �t�=�.
It must be stressed that transition state theory only ac-

counts for the exponential part of the kinetics regarding the
barrier height. Many barrier recrossings occur in the nona-
diabatic case, which are important and contribute to the ki-
netics through the prefactor or transmission coefficient, and
cannot be ignored.23 Our FPT kinetics analysis emphasizes
the exponential part of the barrier regarding the height. Since
our FPT analysis is more connected with the barrier height,
for nonadiabatic studies where recrossings often occur, full

kinetics information, such as survival probability, is needed.
We will explore this in detail in a future study.

At high temperature, the system is well behaved, it is
expected that the times of occurrence obey an exponential
behavior with a single constant rate of reaction, k=�−1, and
the survival probability of events follows Poisson exponen-
tial kinetics17

p�t� = ke−kt. �16�

The nth order moment can be computed by

�tn� = �
0

�

tndp�t�
dt

dt =
n!

kn ; �17�

thus, the ratio Rn=n! characterizes a system with exponential
dynamics. The FPT distribution of the reaction coordinate
�solvent� events as a function of logarithm of time is given
by

f�y� = k exp�y − ey� , �18�

where y=ln�t�.
Below the transition temperatures, fluctuations in the

FPT become significant, Rn /n!
1, and f�y� deviates from
the above expression. The increase in this ratio indicates that
statistics have deviated from Poisson statistics. It implies that
high-order moments are becoming more and more important.
Slow-decaying �long� tails in the distribution start to de-
velop. Intermittency, where rare events play crucial roles in
dynamics, is observed.

D. Simulations

The kinetic rules of our simulations allow only a single
dipole flip per elementary move, with move acceptance be-
ing based on a Monte Carlo procedure.12–14 A simulation
with 20 dipoles was carried out with �E=201/2�� ��� /kB

=1� and Ē�x�=0. In the simulations, the energy for the sys-
tem is fixed according to the random energy model6,22 for
each of the 2N states. Different runs correspond to variations
in the states of the dipole orientations �+1 or −1�. We inves-
tigated two different types of reactions controlled by the en-
vironments. The first of these were the thermally activated
uphill reactions, illustrated in Fig. 1�c�. After thermal equili-
bration the system starts at xi=xeq=0 and diffuses to xf

=0.5. At temperatures around Tloc, local minima will be
populated. As the temperature is lowered, Tloc will be the first
transition temperature occurring in the system. All FPTs
were computed with the same energy assignment, but under
different initial conditions.

The second type of reaction schemes simulated here cor-
responds to a downhill relaxation process followed by ET
reaction. It mimics experiments where the molecule in the
cavity undergoes a dipole shift upon electronic excitation,
which changes the equilibrium polarization, as shown in
Fig. 1�d�. The system relaxes from high-energy states and
does not get easily trapped at local minima. The system was
simulated initially excited leaving the initial polarization x
=−0.5 until the final polarization x=0.1. As in the activation
case, the simulation has a limited number of Monte Carlo
steps to reach the final polarization. This is an atypical case

224504-4 Paula, Wang, and Leite J. Chem. Phys. 129, 224504 �2008�
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in the sense that the system diffusing randomly needs only a
few steps to reach the final polarization due to the inherent
downhill process.

III. RESULTS

Some of the difficulties in studying real glassy systems
are associated with the experiments’ time duration as well as
the signal/noise ratio, particularly on investigation of glassy
kinetics below glass transition temperatures. When one
probes intermittency, where rare events become important,
some obvious questions arise: How many rare events are
needed to characterize the intermittency? How do we com-
pare these rare events with the average ones? In other words,
from the experimental perspective, how long must the ex-
perimental time duration be to appropriately probe the inter-
mittency. We address these questions as well as the charac-
terization of such transitions.

For two different types of reactions controlled by sol-
vent, we analyzed phase transitions by means of high-order
statistical fluctuations in kinetics through moment ratios.
Moreover sensibility of moment ratios Rn is investigated us-
ing an observation time window. In Sec. III A thermally ac-
tivated reactions are studied. In Sec. III B we discuss the
relaxation process.

A. Thermally activated reactions

As in Fig. 1�c�, simulations were performed for the ac-
tivation process, limiting the time allowed for the system to
reach xf. We looked at time window J from 104 to 109. The
results of the high-order statistical fluctuations in kinetics
through the ratio of nth order moment of FPT and average
FPT raised to the nth power, Rn /n!, are shown in Fig. 3. One
can see that, with exception of J=104, there is a divergence
of Rn /n! around the local transition temperature, 	0.5.
This means the kinetics becomes divergent and non-self-
averaging. Average kinetics are insufficient to characterize
the system. Intermittency occurs where rare events can be-
come important,14,16,17,20,21 reflecting the fact that the under-
lying energy landscape has become rough. As J increases,
Rn /n! becomes larger at lower T. The existence of a maxi-
mum for Rn /n!�T� is due to the finite observation time,
which varies with J and is expected to vary from one system
to another. The larger the observational time window, the
more statistical information on kinetics can be collected, the
more chances of capturing the rare events of large fluctua-
tions represented by the high values of the moment ratio, and
the more accurate can the description of the kinetics be.

The relevant question is as follows: What is the transi-
tion temperature at which Rn /n! starts to diverge from 1?
And also what is the criterion for defining and selecting the
observation time window J? Of course it does not make
sense to look for an absolute value for observation time win-
dow J in Monte Carlo step units, but a general problem is to
find a procedure for estimating appropriate J compared with
the average time of events �averaged FPT�, �. Since � does
not vary significantly with the occurrence of rare events, we

can sort all time occurrences of simulation events in increas-
ing order. We observe how � reaches its actual value at ideal
sampling.

Figure 4�a� shows how � reaches its asymptotic value as
a function of J in terms of Monte Carlo time steps for vari-
ous temperatures 	. As we can see, when the observation
time window is significantly smaller than the intrinsic aver-
age kinetic time, the observational average time is strongly
correlated with the size of the observational time window
and therefore not a reliable estimate of the real kinetics. On
the other hand, when the observational time window is sig-
nificantly larger than the intrinsic average kinetic time, the
observational averaged time reaches a plateau value close to
the real averaged kinetics. The criterion for this convergence
can vary with temperatures. The lower the temperatures �the
larger 	�, the longer the observational time window has to be
in order to capture the intrinsic slow kinetics. In our case we
considered the estimated value of the characteristic minimum
time for the observational window at which the tangent in

FIG. 3. �Color online� Rn /n! as a function of inverse temperature for dif-
ferent observation windows J in the thermally activated process simulation
�from equilibrium to activated state�.
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the curve � versus J has an inclination of 10°, that is, the
average time � reaching an asymptotic value as in Fig. 4�b�.

Next we calculate the high-order statistical fluctuations
in kinetics Rn /n! to probe the topography of the underlying
landscapes for various values of observational time window
J, in multiples of characteristic time �, shown in Fig. 5 �10
�est, 30�est, and 100�est�. At high temperatures, the
underlying landscape becomes smooth, and it is quite easy to
pass from one place to another. Multiple kinetic routes are
available. On the other hand, when the temperature drops,
the underlying landscape becomes rougher. The kinetics be-
comes slower. There are, in general, only a discrete number
of kinetic routes possible. We can start to see the non-self-
averaging effects through the higher fluctuations in kinetics
from moment ratios. We see that if we choose an observa-
tional time window size significantly larger than the charac-
teristic average time �, then we will have better chances of
seeing the high values of the moment ratios as shown in Fig.
5 and therefore of capturing the rare events of high statistical
fluctuations. Using the averaged FPT, as a characteristic time
for gauging the observation window, it seems to provide an
efficient way for guiding the modeling and simulations to
capture the essence of the complex system dynamics.

B. Relaxation process

As mentioned in Sec. II D, the relaxation is a relatively
fast downhill process. In this case, with a small number of
flipping dipole orientations to reach the final state, the statis-
tics can become distorted. This fact is evidenced in Fig. 6,
which shows the kinetics in terms of the survival probability
P�t� versus time at several different temperatures. We can see
that, even at high temperatures, the relaxation process does
not exhibit an exact exponential decay. The lower the tem-
perature, the farther away the kinetics is from the exponential
and becomes more nonexponential �solid curves represent
exponential kinetics�. This reflects the fact that the underly-
ing landscape becomes rougher at lower temperature.

The simulations were performed under ideal conditions,
i.e., all events were computed. In real experimental situations
there is noise and one can only work with a finite observation
time window, so the rare events that are responsible for the
increase in high-order statistical fluctuations characterized by
the moment ratio Rn /n! may not be detected. To simulate
real experimental conditions, we need to vary the observa-

FIG. 4. �a� Asymptotic value of the mean FPT for several inverse tempera-
tures �	� as a function of observation window J in units of Monte Carlo
steps for thermally activated process simulation. �b� Graphic representation
of characteristic estimation of asymptotic mean first passage, �est, for
	=0.5.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Rn /n! for n=2, 3, and 4 as a function of inverse
temperature for thermally activated process simulation, with different win-
dow sizes in units of �est.
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tional window size corresponding to the relaxation process.
This is accomplished by varying the allowed Monte Carlo
steps. The events that occurred at times outside the window
size will be neglected. Figure 7 shows statistical fluctuations
in kinetics quantified by the moment ratio Rn /n! for different
windows scaled as multiples of the mean FPT. We can see
once again that, at high temperatures, the kinetics is self-
averaging without much statistical fluctuation, reflecting the
underlying smooth landscape. On the other hand, as the tem-
peratures drop, the statistical fluctuations become more and
more significant, as shown in Fig. 7 by the smooth increase
in the moment ratio with respect to temperature decrease �or
increase of 	=1 /kT�. This reflects the fact that the underly-
ing landscape becomes more and more rough and kinetics
become more and more non-self-averaging. The rare events
characterized by the high values of the moment ratio can
become more important in describing the kinetics accurately.
If the window size is too small, then we observe a drop in the
fluctuations. This is due to the fact that there is not enough
observational time to see the rare large statistical fluctua-
tions. This can be very misleading14 since observation does
not reflect the real intrinsic kinetics of the system. When the
size of the observational time window increases, we observe
less and less of the drop in the statistical fluctuations with
respect to the temperature drop. This reflects the fact that, as
the observational times become longer, one has a better
chance of catching the large intrinsic statistical fluctuations
in kinetics. There is no drop in the statistical fluctuations at
lower temperatures if we have a long enough observational
time window. Therefore, the relaxation process must be ana-
lyzed in a more careful way, using, for example, a model
involving a larger number of dipoles.

At very low temperatures, we need a longer observa-
tional time window in order to have enough statistics for
characterizing the behavior of the system. With only a short
observational time window, we observe that the moment ra-
tio diminishes as temperatures drop, which could imply
fewer fluctuations and more single exponential behavior for
an underlying Poisson process.14 With a sufficient observa-
tional time window, we see that, even at very low tempera-

tures, the moment ratio remains high, implying the nonexpo-
nential non-Poisson behavior reflecting the rough underlying
landscapes.

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS

In this paper, we have investigated the kinetics and sta-
tistics of ET in general solvents mimicking complex environ-
ments such as glass, viscous liquids, or biological molecules.
We have found that two characteristic temperatures control
the nature of the kinetics. For relaxation processes, changes
in kinetic regimes are associated with the global trapping
temperature. For the thermally activated processes, changes
in kinetic regimes are associated with the local trapping tem-
perature. Both parameters act as markers where, at tempera-
tures well above them, the kinetic process is single exponen-
tial; at temperatures around them, the kinetic process
becomes nonexponential; while, at temperatures well below
them, the kinetic process continues to be nonexponential.

Similar kinetic behavior is observed in biomolecular
folding.24 We believe this exponential to nonexponential
transition in temperature to be universal in complex systems.
The rationale behind this is the following: At high tempera-

FIG. 6. �Color online� Survival probability P�t� as a function of time �in
Monte Carlo steps� for different inverse temperatures in the relaxation pro-
cess simulation. The continuous line is their fit with a exponential decay
function. In none of these cases, the fittings correspond to a real exponential
decay.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Rn /n! as a function of inverse temperature for dif-
ferent observation windows J for the relaxation process simulation.
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tures, there are kinetically multiple routes to the final states,
since high temperatures imply high kinetic energy, which
means that kinetic energy dominates potential energy, so the
kinetics “senses” only the average barrier and each kinetic
path is more or less equivalent to the others. This explains
why high-temperature kinetics is single exponential.

On the other hand, when the temperature is near the
characteristic temperature Tloc, there are limited conforma-
tional spaces to explore and the kinetic process becomes
non-self-averaging. In other words, each path becomes more
and more distinct from the others. Since each path senses a
different barrier, there is a distribution of kinetic rates rather
than a single rate, and the kinetics thus becomes nonexpo-
nential. When the states are nearly trapped or frozen, the
original Guassian normal density of states can be linearized
and expand around the mean in the exponential, thus becom-
ing exponential. This will lead typically to the power law
distribution of FPT or the kinetic rate. This kind of kinetic
phenomenon has been seen in single-molecule ET experi-
ments probing the underlying landscape of biomolecules
�solvents� in Kou and Xie’s experiments.15

In Kou and Xie’s experiments, the ET kinetics in a single
protein molecule is measured through the fluorescence life-
time. The fluorescence lifetime is correlated with the inher-
ent ET rate. By measuring the time trace or distribution of
the fluorescence lifetime, Xie and co-workers can infer the
fluctuations in single-molecule transfer kinetics. Further-
more, by using the ET rate formula and the dependence on
the distance between the donor and acceptor, they were able
to explore the underlying conformational fluctuations of the
protein through ET. The correlation function of the lifetime
shows highly nonexponential behavior �fitted well with
stretched exponential� and the distribution in distance reflect-
ing the underlying protein motion is broadly distributed
�power law�.

In this study, we have explored both the average and
high-order fluctuations of electron kinetics. It is clear that
fluctuations in kinetics through high-order moments are sig-
nificant and non-Poisson. The resulting statistics in kinetics
is nonexponential. Furthermore, when we studied the prob-
ability distribution of kinetics times, we found that, as tem-
perature drops, the log-log plot is almost linear. This indi-
cates that the distribution of kinetics is broad and approaches
power law. These results support Kou and Xie’s single-
molecule ET experiment. We can also predict the trend of the
power law coefficient on temperature from our study. This
shows how temperature modulates the underlying conforma-
tional landscape of proteins. We propose a future single-
molecule ET experiment to test the temperature dependence
of statistics on kinetics.

We have pointed out that the size of the observational
time window is crucial in revealing the intrinsic natures of
the real kinetics. We define a characteristic time as the mean
FPT. Only when the observational time window is signifi-
cantly larger than the defined characteristic time does one
have the chance to collect enough statistics to capture rare
statistical fluctuations and characterize the kinetics accu-
rately. This is an important message for both single-molecule
spectroscopist and molecular modelers.

In the well-known joke concerning the drunk looking for
his keys in light beneath a lamppost, it will be recalled that a
passerby enquired why he was looking in that particular
place, if he did not know where he had lost his keys. The
drunk replied that he was looking there because that was
where the light was best. We may understand from that joke
that one should search for answers where one has the best
chance of finding them. By analogy, our results suggest that,
if one hopes to encounter the true kinetics, one should not go
too close to the edge of the experimentally available dynami-
cal range.
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